The objective of this study is to determine the effect for the sound quality according to the noise source and to build the sound quality index of the laundry noise. In order to compare laundry noise among the influence of noise sources, we made virtual laundry noises by synthesizing an actual laundry noise and each noise source such as a dropping noise, water noise, motor noise and circulation pump noise. We conducted a listening test by customers using virtual laundry noises. As a result of listening test, we found that the dropping noise has a decisive effect on the sound quality of the laundry noise. We conducted the multi regression analysis of sound quality for the laundry noise using the statistical data processing. It is verified to the reliability of the multi regression index by comparison with listening results and index results of other actual laundry noises. This study is expected to provide a guide line for improvement of the laundry noise. 
The frequency Fmod that accept less than 20 Hz region is related to Sound Model, particularity of clear sound in a definite sound
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Kurtosis is a descriptor of the shape of a probability distribution (1) 단일 회귀식 구축 (5) Zwicker, E. and Fastl, H., 1999, Psycho-
세탁 행정 소음원 레벨 영향에 따른 객관적 음질 평가 결과 가상음에 대한 객관적 음질 평가 결과는

